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Hippus HandShoe Mouse 

The user friendly HandShoe Mouse is an ergonomic mouse available in 3 standard sizes: small, 
medium and large. The HandShoe Mouse is plug and play; no special drivers for Mac or PC are 
needed. Controls consist of 2 buttons at an ergonomic position and a scroll wheel fitted with a switch 
mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Which Size? 
Measure on the inside of the stretched out hand, distance  
from wrist up to the top of the ring finger. This length provides  
an indication of the required size. 
 
• Length up to around 170mm: Small 
• Length from around 170 to 190mm: Medium 
• Length of 190mm and above: Large 
 

Research 
the objective of the development was to realise a contour which allows for a relaxed hand position. 
The resulting shape of the HandshoeMouse fully supports the hand. Only a minor contraction of the 
muscles of the fingers is required to operate the switches and scroll wheel. Arms and hands remain 
in a relaxed position. This is contrary to a conventional computer mouse which requires continuous 
lifting of the fingers and thus muscle action. 
 

Specs  
� USB Connected  
� Rechargeable Wireless and wired options available 
� Supported by Windows 95, 98, 2000, NT, XP, Vista, Mac OS 9, Mac OS X and Unix 
� Resolution: BlueRay Track Light Click (LC): 1500  

 
Part Codes: 
 

Wired Right Handed 
HIP-HSMXS-R-LC  HandShoe Mouse – extra small - right-handed - wired 
HIP-HSMS-R-LC   HandShoe Mouse - small - right-handed - wired 
HIP-HSMM-R-LC   HandShoe Mouse - medium - right-handed - wired 
HIP-HSML-R-LC   HandShoe Mouse - large - right-handed – wired 
Wired Left Handed 
HIP-HSMS-L-LC   HandShoe Mouse - small - left-handed - wired 
HIP-HSMM-L-LC   HandShoe Mouse - medium - left-handed - wired 
HIP-HSML-L-LC   HandShoe Mouse - large - left-handed - wired 
Wireless Right Handed 
HIP-HSMSW-R-LC   HandShoe Mouse - small - right-handed - wireless 
HIP-HSMMW-R-LC   HandShoe Mouse - medium - right-handed - wireless 
HIP-HSMLW-R-LC   HandShoe Mouse - large - right-handed – wireless 
Wireless Left Handed 
HIP-HSMSW-L-LC   HandShoe Mouse - small - left-handed - wireless 
HIP-HSMMW-L-LC   HandShoe Mouse - medium - left-handed - wireless 
HIP-HSMLW-L-LC   HandShoe Mouse - large - left-handed - wireless 

 


